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Abstract
We characterize the class of problems accepted by a class of program schemes with ar-
rays, NPSA, as the class of problems de(ned by the sentences of a logic formed by extending
(rst-order logic with a particular uniform (or vectorized) sequence of Lindstr&om quanti(ers. A
simple extension of a known result thus enables us to prove that our logic, and consequently
our class of program schemes, has a zero-one law. However, we use another existing result to
show that there are problems de(nable in a basic fragment of our logic, and so also accepted
by basic program schemes, which are not de(nable in bounded-variable in(nitary logic. As a
consequence, the class of problems NPSA is not contained in the class of problems de(ned
by the sentences of partial (xed-point logic even though in the presence of a built-in succes-
sor relation, both NPSA and partial (xed-point logic capture the complexity class PSPACE.
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1. Introduction
This paper is a continuation of the study of the classes of problems captured by
di>erent classes of program schemes (in this study, the particular emphasis is on a
comparison with the classes of problems de(ned by the sentences of well-known logics
from (nite model theory). Program schemes form a model of computation that is
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amenable to logical analysis yet is closer to the general notion of a program
than a logical formula is. Program schemes were extensively studied in the 1970s
(for example, see [3, 7, 16, 35]), without much regard being paid to an analysis of
resources, before a closer complexity analysis was undertaken in, mainly, the 1980s
(for example, see [24, 26, 44]). There are connections between program schemes and
logics of programs, especially dynamic logic [9, 30]. One might also view many
query languages from database theory as classes of program schemes, although query
languages tend to operate on relations as opposed to individual elements (for
example, see the while language from [1, 4, 5] and the language BQL from
[4, 33]).
One of the most basic classes of program schemes is that obtained by allowing as-
signments, while instructions with quanti(er-free tests and non-determinism. In [6], the
relative expressibilities of this class of program schemes, NPS(1), in the presence of
a built-in successor, a built-in linear-order, a built-in multiplication, a built-in addition
and combinations of such were completely classi(ed. It was shown in [2] that NPS, an
extension of NPS(1) obtained by allowing universally quanti(ed program schemes to
appear as tests in while instructions, is none other than transitive closure logic and that
a computational analysis (as opposed to a model-theoretic, and in particular a game-
theoretic, analysis) of such program schemes yields proper in(nite hierarchies within
NPS (and so within transitive closure logic). Also in [2], the class of program schemes
obtained from NPS by allowing additional access to a stack, NPSS, was shown to be
none other than path system logic (which had previously been shown to be none other
than strati(ed (xed point logic and strati(ed Datalog [22, 28]), and again a computa-
tional analysis of the program schemes of NPSS was shown to yield proper in(nite
hierarchies within NPSS (and so within path system logic). Subsequently, in [43], a
detailed analysis of certain program schemes of NPSS yielded that any polynomial-
time problem involving strongly connected locally ordered digraphs, connected planar
embeddings or triangulations (that is, planar graphs embeddable in the plane so that
every face is a cycle of length 3) can be de(ned in (a proper fragment of) path system
logic (without any built-in relations).
The results mentioned above show that the study of program schemes is intimately
related with more mainstream logics from (nite model theory. In [38], program schemes
allowing assignments, while instructions with quanti(er-free tests, non-determinism and
access to arrays were studied but only in the presence of a built-in successor re-
lation (the class of problems accepted by such program schemes was shown to be
PSPACE). It is with these program schemes and their extensions, obtained by allow-
ing universally quanti(ed program schemes to appear as tests in while instructions,
that we are concerned in this paper but in the absence of any built-in relations; that
is, the class of program schemes NPSA. Our class of program schemes NPSA is
quite natural. It consists of the union of an in(nite hierarchy of classes of program
schemes
NPSA(1) ⊆ NPSA(2) ⊆ NPSA(3) ⊆ · · · :
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The program schemes of NPSA(1) are built by allowing assignments, while instruc-
tions with quanti(er-free tests, non-determinism and access to arrays (full details fol-
low later). The program schemes of NPSA(2) are built from program schemes of
NPSA(1) by universally quantifying free variables. The program schemes of NPSA(3)
are built as are the program schemes of NPSA(1) except that tests in while instruc-
tions can be program schemes of NPSA(2). The program schemes of NPSA(4) are
built from program schemes of NPSA(3) by universally quantifying free variables; and
so on.
What is crucial is our de(nition of the semantics. Consider, for example, a while
instruction in a program scheme  of NPSA(3) where the test is a program scheme
′ of NPSA(2). In order to evaluate whether the test is true or not, the arrays from
 are not ‘passed over’ to the program scheme ′: the evaluation of ′ has no access
to the arrays of . After evaluation of ′ has been completed, the computation of the
program scheme  resumes accordingly with its arrays having exactly the same values
as they had immediately prior to the evaluation of ′. It is essentially our semantic
de(nition that enables us to characterize the class of problems accepted by the pro-
gram schemes of NPSA as the class of problems de(ned by the sentences of a logic
(±)∗[FO] formed by extending (rst-order logic with a particular uniform (or vec-
torized) sequence of Lindstr&om quanti(ers (where this uniform sequence of Lindstr&om
quanti(ers corresponds to a PSPACE-complete problem ). Moreover, we show that
the logic (±)∗[FO] has a zero-one law; but not because it is a fragment of bounded-
variable in(nitary logic, as is so often the case in (nite model theory, for we show
that there are problems de(nable in NPSA (in NPSA(1) even) which are not de(n-
able in bounded-variable in(nitary logic. Consequently, whilst both NPSA and partial
(xed-point logic capture the complexity class PSPACE in the presence of a built-in
successor relation, there are problems in NPSA which are not de(nable in partial-(xed
point logic. If our semantics were such as to allow for universal quanti(cation over ar-
rays then we could simply guess a successor relation and hold our guesses in an array,
use universal quanti(cation to verify that the guessed relation was indeed a successor
relation and subsequently use this guessed relation as our successor relation through-
out. Consequently, we would have captured PSPACE and not the interesting logics
(with zero-one laws but which are not fragments of bounded-variable in(nitary logic)
encountered in this paper.
Section 2 includes our preliminary de(nitions (with [13] serving as our basic refer-
ence text for (nite model theory). In Section 3, we establish complete problems for
NPSA(1) via quanti(er-free (rst-order translations with two constants, and in Section 4,
we use these completeness results to obtain our logical characterizations of NPSA. We
then use a result due to Stewart to show that NPSA(1) (and so NPSA) is not contained
in bounded-variable in(nitary logic. In Section 5, we extend a result due to Dawar and
Gr&adel and hence show that our logics from the previous section, and consequently
NPSA, have a zero-one law. Finally, we present our conclusions and directions for
further research.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Logic
Ordinarily, a signature  is a tuple 〈R1; : : : ; Rr; C1; : : : ; Cc〉, where each Ri is a relation
symbol, of arity ai, and each Cj is a constant symbol. However, we sometimes con-
sider signatures in which there are no constant symbols; that is, relational signatures.
First-order logic over the signature ; FO(), consists of those formulae built from
atomic formulae over  using ∧, ∨, ¬, ∀ and ∃; and FO=⋃{FO():  is some
signature}.
A 3nite structure A over the signature , or -structure, consists of a (nite universe
or domain |A| together with a relation Ri of arity ai, for every relation symbol Ri of
, and a constant Cj ∈ |A|, for every constant symbol Cj (by an abuse of notation, we
do not distinguish between constants or relations and constant or relation symbols).
A (nite structure A whose domain consists of n distinct elements has size n, and
we denote the size of A by |A| also (this does not cause confusion). We only ever
consider (nite structures of size at least 2, and the set of all (nite structures of size at
least 2 over the signature  is denoted STRUCT(). A problem over some signature 
consists of a subset of STRUCT() that is closed under isomorphism; that is, if A is
in the problem then so is every isomorphic copy of A. Throughout, all our structures
are (nite.
2.2. Lindstr6om quanti3ers
We are now in a position to consider the class of problems de(ned by the sentences
of FO: we denote this class of problems by FO also, and do likewise for other logics.
It is widely acknowledged that, as a means for de(ning problems, (rst-order logic
leaves a lot to be desired especially when we have in mind developing a relationship
between computational complexity and logical de(nability. In particular, every (rst-
order de(nable problem can be accepted by a logspace deterministic Turing machine
yet there are problems in the complexity class L (logspace) which cannot be de(ned in
(rst-order logic (one such being the problem consisting of all those structures, over any
signature, that have even size). Consequently, we now illustrate one way of increasing
the expressibility of FO: we augment FO with a uniform or vectorized sequence of
Lindstr&om quanti(ers, or operator for short (the reader is referred to [13] for a fuller
exposition on the limitations of FO and on a number of di>erent methods, including
this one, for increasing the expressibility of FO).
Our illustration uses an operator derived from a problem whose underlying instances
can be regarded as path systems. A path system consists of a (nite set of vertices and
a (nite set of rules, each of the form (x; y; z), where x, y and z are (not necessarily
distinct) vertices. There is a unique distinguished vertex called the source and a unique
distinguished vertex called the sink. The set of accessible vertices in any path system
is built as follows. Initially, the source is deemed to be accessible and new vertices
are shown to be accessible by applying the rules via: if x and y are accessible (with
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possibly x=y) and there is a rule (x; y; z) then z becomes accessible. The path system
problem consists of all those path systems for which the sink is accessible from the
source, and it was the (rst problem to be shown to be complete for the complexity
class P (polynomial-time) via logspace reductions [8].
We encode the path system problem as a problem over the signature 3++ which
consists of the relation symbol R of arity 3 and the constant symbols source and sink.
A 3++-structure P can be thought of as a path system where the vertices of the path
system are given by |P|, the source is given by source, the sink is given by sink and
the rules of the path system are given by {(x; y; z): R(x; y; z) holds in P}. Hence, we
de(ne the problem PS as
{P ∈ STRUCT(3++): the vertex sink is accessible from the vertex
source in the path system P}:
Let us return to increasing the expressibility of FO. Corresponding to the problem
PS is an operator of the same name. The logic (±PS)∗[FO], or path system logic, is
the closure of FO under the usual (rst-order connectives and quanti(ers and also the
operator PS, with PS applied as follows.
Given a formula ’(x; y; z)∈ (±PS)∗[FO] over some signature , where the variables
of the k-tuples x, y and z, for some k¿1, are all distinct and free in ’, the formula 
de(ned as PS[x; y; z’](u; v), where u and v are k-tuples of (not necessarily distinct)
constant symbols and variables, is also a formula of (±PS)∗[FO]. The free variables
of  are those variables in u and v together with the free variables of ’ di>erent from
those in the tuples x, y and z. If  is a sentence then it is interpreted in a structure
A∈STRUCT() as follows. We build a path system with vertex set |A|k and set of
rules
{(a; b; c) ∈ |A|k × |A|k × |A|k : ’(a; b; c) holds in A};
and say that A |= if, and only if, the sink v is accessible in this path system from the
source u (the semantics can easily be extended to arbitrary formulae of (±PS)∗[FO]:
see, for example, [13] for a more detailed semantic de(nition of operators such as PS).
Note that there is nothing special about the problem PS: any problem can be converted
into an operator and used to extend (rst-order logic. Syntactically, such logics are very
similar although their semantics depend on the operator in hand.
It is indeed the case that we have increased expressibility as we can de(ne problems
in (±PS)∗[FO] which cannot be de(ned in FO (a simple Ehrenfeucht–Fra&PssQe game
shows that PS is not de(nable in FO: see [13] for more on such games). In the
presence of a built-in successor relation, we can obtain a precise complexity-theoretic
characterisation of the problems de(nable in (±PS)∗[FO]. We say that we have a built-
in successor relation if no matter over which signature we happen to be working, there
is always a binary relation symbol succ and two constant symbols 0 and max available
such that this relation symbol succ is always interpreted as a successor relation, of
the form {(a0; a1); (a1; a2); : : : ; (an−2; an−1)}, in a structure of size n, where all the
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ai’s are distinct and a0 = 0 and an−1 =max. Note that whether a structure satis(es a
sentence, in which the relation symbol succ or the constant symbols 0 or max appear,
might depend upon the particular successor relation chosen as the interpretation for
succ. Consequently, we only consider those sentences of (±PS)∗[FO] with a built-in
successor relation that de(ne problems as being well formed; that is, those sentences for
which satisfaction is independent of the particular interpretation chosen for succ. We
denote the logic (±PS)∗[FO] with a built-in successor relation by (±PS)∗[FOs] (and
adopt a similar notation for other logics). As to whether (±PS)∗[FOs] should really
be called a logic is highly debatable (for example, it is undecidable as to whether
a sentence of (±PS)∗[FOs] is order-invariant, i.e., satis(es the property we want as
regards succ, and so this ‘logic’ does not have a recursive syntax) and the reader is
referred to [13, 34] for a detailed discussion of this and related points. However, it
turns out that a problem is in the complexity class P if, and only if, it can be de(ned
by a sentence of (±PS)∗[FOs] [40].
Our notation for (±PS)∗[FO] is such that ± denotes the fact that applications of the
operator PS can appear within the scope of negation signs and ∗ denotes the fact that
we are allowed to nest applications of PS as many times as we like. The fragment
(±PS)k [FO], for some k¿1, is obtained by allowing at most k nestings of applications
of PS, and the fragment PSk [FO] is obtained by further disallowing any application of
PS to appear within the scope of a negation sign.
In [40], it was shown that there is a very restricted normal form for sentences of
PS1[FOs]. This normal form is such that any problem in P=(±PS)∗[FOs] can be
de(ned by a sentence of PS1[FOs] of the form
PS[x; y; z’(x; y; z)](0;max);
where: x, y and z are k-tuples of distinct variables, for some k¿1; ’ is a quanti(er-
free formula of FOs; and 0 and max are k-tuples consisting of the constant symbols 0
and max repeated k times, respectively. (Note that in the absence of built-in relations,
the hierarchy
PS1[FO] ⊂ PS2[FO] ⊂ · · ·
is proper [20].)
Saying that any problem in P can be described by a sentence of the above normal
form is equivalent to saying that there is a quanti3er-free 3rst-order translation with
successor from any problem in P to the problem PS; that is, PS is complete for P
via quanti(er-free (rst-order translations with successor. The reader is referred to [13]
for more on logical translations where they go under the name of logical interpre-
tations. However, in [13] logical translations involving only relational signatures are
considered. If the target problem of a logical translation, PS above, is over a signature
containing constant symbols then we assume that such constant symbols are speci(ed
by an appropriate tuple of other constant symbols (as is the case in the normal form
result above where the constant symbols source and sink of 3++ are speci(ed by the
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k-tuples 0 and max, respectively). Naturally, we have notions such as a quanti3er-free
3rst-order translation (where succ and 0 and max are not involved) and a quanti3er-
free 3rst-order translation with two constants (where there are two built-in constants,
which are always interpreted di>erently, but no built-in successor relation), and we
can have logical translations involving formulae of other logics, not just quanti(er-free
(rst-order formulae.
A number of extensions of FO using operators corresponding to some problem 
have been studied, as indeed has the whole notion of using such operators to extend
FO. For example: numerous complexity classes have been ‘captured’ by (fragments of)
logics of the form (±)∗[FO] (sometimes in which there are built-in relations) and a
variety of problems have been shown to be complete for di>erent complexity classes
via di>erent logical translations (see, for example, the papers [19, 25, 36, 37] and the
references therein); proper in(nite hierarchies have been established in logics of the
form (±)∗[FO] (see, for example, [2, 20, 21]); logics of the form (±)∗[FO] have
been shown to have zero–one laws [12] (we shall talk about zero–one laws for such
logics in more detail later); and it has been shown that if there is a logic for P (where
‘logic’ is as in [13, 34]) then there is a logic for P of the form (±)∗[FO] [11].
2.3. Program schemes
An alternative and more computational means for de(ning classes of problems
is to use program schemes. A program scheme ∈NPSA(1) involves a (nite set
{x1; x2; : : : ; xk} of variables, for some k¿1, and is over a signature . It consists of a
(nite sequence of instructions where each instruction, apart from the (rst and the last,
is one of the following:
• an assignment instruction of the form ‘xi :=y’, where i∈{1; 2; : : : ; k} and where
y is a variable from {x1; x2; : : : ; xk}, a constant symbol of  or one of the special
constant symbols 0 and max which do not appear in any signature;
• an assignment instruction of the form ‘xi :=A[y1; y2; : : : ; yd]’ or ‘A[y1; y2; : : : ; yd] :=
y0’, for some i∈{1; 2; : : : ; k}, where each yj is a variable from {x1; x2; : : : ; xk}, a
constant symbol of  or one of the special constant symbols 0 and max which do
not appear in any signature, and where A is an array symbol of dimension d;
• a guess instruction of the form ‘GUESS xi’, where i∈{1; 2; : : : ; k}; or
• a while instruction of the form ‘WHILE ’ DO 1; 2; : : : ; q OD’, where ’ is
a quanti(er-free formula of FO(∪{0;max}), whose free variables are from
{x1; x2; : : : ; xk}, and where each of 1; 2; : : : ; q is another instruction of one of the
forms given here (note that there may be nested while instructions).
The (rst instruction of  is ‘INPUT(x1; x2; : : : ; xl)’ and the last instruction is ‘OUTPUT
(x1; x2; : : : ; xl)’, for some l where 16l6k. The variables x1; x2; : : : ; xl are the input-
output variables of , the variables xl+1; xl+2; : : : ; xk are the free variables of  and,
further, any free variable of  never appears on the left-hand side of an assignment
instruction nor in a guess instruction. Essentially, free variables appear in  as if they
were constant symbols.
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A program scheme ∈NPSA(1) over  with s free variables, say, takes a -structure
A and s additional values from |A|, one for each free variable of , as input; that
is, an expansion A′ of A by adjoining s additional constants. The program scheme 
computes on A′ in the obvious way except that:
• execution of the instruction ‘GUESS xi’ non-deterministically assigns an element of
|A| to the variable xi;
• the constants 0 and max are interpreted as two arbitrary but distinct elements of
|A|; and
• initially, every input–output variable and every array element is assumed to have the
value 0.
Note that throughout a computation of , the value of any free variable does not
change. The expansion A′ of the structure A is accepted by , and we write A′ |= ,
if, and only if, there exists a computation of  on this expansion such that the
output-instruction is reached with all input-output variables having the value max. (We
can easily build the usual ‘if ’ and ‘if-then-else’ instructions using while instructions:
see, for example [38]. Henceforth, we shall assume that these instructions are at our
disposal.)
We want the sets of structures accepted by our program schemes to be problems, i.e.,
closed under isomorphism, and so we only ever consider program schemes  where
a structure is accepted by  when 0 and max are given two distinct values from the
universe of the structure if, and only if, it is accepted no matter which pair of distinct
values is chosen for 0 and max. Let us reiterate: when we say that  is a program
scheme of NPSA(1) we mean that  accepts a problem and the acceptance of any
input structure does not depend upon the pair of distinct values we give to 0 and
max. This is analogous to how we build a successor relation or two constant symbols
into a logic. Indeed, we can build a successor relation into our program schemes of
NPSA(1) so as to obtain the class of program schemes NPSAs(1). As with our logics,
we write NPSA(1) and NPSAs(1) to also denote the class of problems accepted by
the program schemes of NPSA(1) and NPSAs(1), respectively. It was proven in [38]
that a problem is in the complexity class PSPACE (polynomial-space) if, and only if,
it is in NPSAs(1).
Henceforth, we think of our program schemes as being written in the style of a
computer program. That is, each instruction is written on one line and while instructions
(and, similarly, if and if-then-else instructions) are split so that ‘WHILE ’ DO’ appears
on one line, ‘1’ appears on the next, ‘2’ on the next, and so on (of course, if any
i is a while, if or if-then-else instruction then it is split over a number of lines in the
same way). The instructions are labelled 1, 2, and so on, according to the line they
appear on. In particular, every instruction is considered to be an assignment, a guess or
a test. An instantaneous description (ID) of a program scheme on some input consists
of a value for each variable, the number of the instruction about to be executed and
values for all array elements. A partial ID consists of just a value for each variable
and the number of the instruction about to be executed. One step in a program scheme
computation is the execution of one instruction, which takes one ID to another, and we
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say that a program scheme can move from one ID to another if there exists a sequence
of steps taking the former ID to the latter.
3. Complete problems
We begin by examining the class of problems NPSA(1) and we show that this
class has a complete problem via quanti(er-free (rst-order translations with two con-
stants. This problem, which to our knowledge has not been studied before, is also
shown to be complete for PSPACE via quanti(er-free (rst-order translations with
successor.
De!nition 1. Let the signature TR = 〈E; P; T; C; D〉, where E is a binary relation sym-
bol, P and T are unary relation symbols and C and D are constant symbols. We can
envisage any TR-structure A as a digraph (possibly with self-loops) whose edge rela-
tion is E and with distinguished vertices C, the source, and D, the sink. The relation
P can be seen as providing a partition of the vertices and the relation T a subset of
the vertices upon which tokens are initially placed. All tokens are indistinguishable
and any vertex has upon it at most one token. Let us call a TR-structure A a token
digraph.
Just as one can traverse a path in a digraph by moving along edges, so one can
traverse a path in a token digraph A. However, as to how edges can be traversed is
di>erent from the usual notion. Consider an edge (u; v)∈E for which both u and v are
in P and such that a traveller is at vertex u (the traveller traverses a path of edges in
the digraph). The edge (u; v) can only be traversed by the traveller moving as follows:
• the traveller moves from u via the edge (u; u′) to a vertex u′ not in P upon which
exactly one token resides;
• then from u′ via the edge (u′; v′) to a vertex v′ not in P upon which no token
resides, if v′ = u′, and at the same time taking the token previously at u′ to v′, or by
moving from u′ via the edge (u′; u′) (if it exists) to u′ (so that the token remains
at u′); and (nally
• by moving from the vertex v′ or u′, whichever is the case, via the edge (v′; v) or
(u′; v) to v.
This is called a compound move (such a move is illustrated in Fig. 1), and compound
moves are the only moves the traveller is allowed to make. Any tokens which happen
to initially lie in P are ignored and play no part in any path traversal. Also, the traveller
only ever makes compound moves from a vertex of P (u above) to a vertex of P (v
above).
The problem Token Reachability is de(ned as all those TR-structures, i.e., token
digraphs, for which a path can be traversed starting at the source and ending at the
sink where the edges are traversed only by compound moves. Any instance for which
C =D, no matter whether C is in P or not, is a yes-instance (note that if C =∈P then
the traveller cannot move).
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Fig. 1. A compound move in a token digraph.
Theorem 2. There is a quanti3er-free 3rst-order translation with two constants from
any problem in NPSA(1) to the problem Token Reachability. Hence; Token Reach-
ability is complete for NPSA(1) via quanti3er-free 3rst-order translations with two
constants.
Proof. Let  be a program scheme of NPSA(1) over the signature , possibly in
which if instructions and if-then-else instructions occur. W.l.o.g. (by introducing more
variables if needs be), we may assume that:
• every array symbol only appears in assignment instructions;
• no constant symbol appears in any assignment instruction involving an array symbol;
and
• there is only one array symbol B, and this array symbol has dimension d¿1.
Suppose that  involves the variables x1; x2; : : : ; xk and that there are l instructions in
, numbered 1; 2; : : : ; l.
Let A be a -structure of size n¿2. An element u=(u0; u1; : : : ; uk) of {1; 2; : : : ; l}×
|A|k encodes a partial ID of the program scheme  on input A via: a computation of
 on A is about to execute instruction u0 and the variables x1; x2; : : : ; xk currently have
the values u1; u2; : : : ; uk , respectively. Henceforth, we identify partial IDs of  and the
elements of {1; 2; : : : ; l}× |A|k .
Let the digraph G0 have vertex set U0 = {1; 2; : : : ; l}× |A|k+2 and edge set E0 =E10 ∪
E20 ∪E30 , where E10 ; E20 , and E30 are de(ned as follows (in our eventual token digraph,
the vertices of U0 will play the role of the vertices of P from De(nition 1).
• E10 = {((u; 0; 0); (u; max; t)); ((u; max; t); (v; 0; 0))∈U0×U0: instruction u0 is of the
form xj :=B[xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ] and it is possible for  on input A to move
from partial ID u to partial ID v in one step, and vj = t}:
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• E20 = {((u; 0; 0); (v; 0; 0))∈U0×U0: instruction u0 is of the form B[xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ]
:= xj and it is possible for  on input A to move from partial ID u to
partial ID v in one step}.
• E30 = {((u; 0; 0); (v; 0; 0))∈U0×U0: instruction u0 does not involve the array symbol
B and it is possible for  on input A to move from partial ID u to partial
ID v in one step}.
Of course, whether  on input A actually moves from partial ID u to partial ID v
in one step at some point in a computation depends upon whether u can be reached
from the initial ID and it might also depend upon the actual value of the array B at
that time. The edges of E10 ∪E20 reSect potential one-step moves from partial ID u to
partial ID v (moves which are dependent upon the value of B).
For each w∈ |A|d, de(ne the digraph Gw to have vertex set Vw = |A| (all vertex
sets of such digraphs are disjoint). The edge set Ew of Gw consists of every possible
edge between vertices of Vw including self-loops, i.e., Gw is the complete digraph on
vertex set Vw.
For each vertex (u; 0; 0)∈U0, let Hu be a digraph with one vertex zu and one self-
loop (zu; zu) (again, all such digraphs are disjoint).
Let the digraph G consist of the disjoint union of the digraphs G0; {Gw: w∈ |A|d}
and {Hu: (u; 0; 0)∈U0}, together with the following additional edges between the ver-
tices of these digraphs
• If instruction u0 is of the form xj :=B[xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ] then there are edges
{((u; 0; 0); zu); (zu; (u; max; t)): (u; 0; 0) ∈ U0; t ∈ |A|};
and corresponding to every edge ((u; max; t); (v; 0; 0)) of E10 , there are edges
((u; max; t); tw) and (tw; (v; 0; 0));
where w=(ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uid) and t
w is vertex t of Vw.
• If instruction u0 is of the form B[xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ] := xj then corresponding to every
edge ((u; 0; 0); (v; 0; 0)) of E20 , there are edges
{((u; 0; 0); tw); (uwj ; (v; 0; 0)): t ∈ |A|};
where w=(ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uid) and t
w (resp. uwj ) is vertex t (resp. uj) of Vw.
• If instruction u0 does not involve the array symbol B then corresponding to every
edge ((u; 0; 0); (v; 0; 0)) of E30 , there are edges
((u; 0; 0); zu) and (zu; (v; 0; 0)):
That portion of the digraph G corresponding to a one-step move of  on input A
from partial ID u to partial ID v can be visualized as in Figs. 2 and 3 when instruction
u0 is of the form xj :=B[xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ] and B[xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ] := xj, respectively.
We can now extend G to a token digraph: let the source be the vertex (1; 0; 0; 0) of
U0 and the sink be the vertex (l;max; 0; 0) of U0; let P=U0; and let T = {0w: 0w is
the vertex 0 of Vw; where w∈ |A|d}∪ {zu: (u; 0; 0)∈U0}:
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Fig. 2. A portion of the digraph G corresponding to an instruction of the form xj :=B[xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ].
Fig. 3. A portion of the digraph G corresponding to an instruction of the form B[xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ] := xj .
Suppose that A is accepted by the program scheme . Then there is a sequence s
of (full, not partial) IDs starting at the initial ID (where all variables have the value
0, where the instruction to be executed is instruction 1 and where the array B has
the value 0 throughout) and ending in a (nal ID (where all variables have the value
max and where the instruction to be executed is instruction l) such that  moves from
one ID in s to the next in one step. We can mirror any ID in a con(guration of our
token digraph G as follows. If the ID consists of the partial ID u∈{1; 2; : : : ; l}× |A|k
together with some valuation on the array B then we can position our traveller at node
(u; 0; 0) of U0 (the traveller marks the progress in a path traversal). We place a token
on vertex vw of Vw if, and only if, the current value of B[w] is v, where v∈ |A| and
w∈ |A|d, and we put a token on each vertex of {zu: (u; 0; 0)∈U0}. Note that the initial
ID of  on input A is mirrored by the initial con(guration of G.
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Suppose we are at some ID, I say, in the sequence s, mirrored by some con(guration
in G as described in the preceding paragraph, and the next ID in s is J . In particular,
let the partial ID associated with ID I be u.
• If the instruction of  which takes ID I to ID J is of the form xj :=B[xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ]
then consider the following compound moves for the traveller in the token digraph
G. Suppose that B[w] = t in ID I , where w=(ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uid).
◦ First compound move: (u; 0; 0)→ zu→ zu→ (u; max; t).
◦ Second compound move: (u; max; t)→ tw→ tw→ (v; 0; 0), where v is the partial
ID associated with ID J .
These are valid compound moves and after the moves, no token has changed position.
• If the instruction of  which takes ID I to ID J is of the form B[xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ] := xj
then consider the following compound move for the traveller in the token digraph
G. Suppose that B[w] = t in ID I , where w=(ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uid).
◦ Compound move: (u; 0; 0)→ tw→ uwj → (v; 0; 0), where v is the partial ID associ-
ated with ID J .
This is a valid compound move and after the move, the token in Vw has moved from
vertex tw to vertex uwj (which might be the same vertex).
• If the instruction of  which takes ID I to ID J does not involve the array symbol
B then consider the following compound move for the traveller in the token digraph
G.
◦ Compound move: (u; 0; 0)→ zu→ zu→ (v; 0; 0), where v is the partial ID associ-
ated with ID J .
This is a valid compound move and after the move, no token has changed position.
Note that the resulting con(guration in G mirrors the ID J . Consequently, the token
digraph G is a yes-instance of the problem Token Reachability.
Conversely, suppose that G is a yes-instance of the problem Token Reachability.
Then there is a sequence s of con(gurations of G obtained by continually making
compound moves, starting at the initial con(guration, such that in the (nal con(guration
of s the traveller is at the sink (l;max; 0; 0). Every con(guration of s is such that:
• for every w∈ |A|d, there is exactly one token on the vertices of Vw; and
• there is a token on every vertex of {zu: (u; 0; 0)∈U0}.
Suppose that the traveller is at the vertex (u; 0; 0) of U0 in one of these con(gurations.
Then this con(guration mirrors an ID I of  on input A, as above.
In order to get to the next con(guration in s, the traveller must make a compound
move from this con(guration. There are three possibilities.
• If instruction u0 in  is of the form xj :=B[xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ] then the traveller’s next
two compound moves must be:
◦ a compound move to a vertex (u; max; t) of U0, for the unique t ∈ |A| for which
there is a token on vertex tw of Vw, where w=(ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uid);
◦ followed by a compound move from vertex (u; max; t) of U0 to some vertex
(v; 0; 0) of U0, where v=(v0; u0; : : : ; uj−1; t; uj+1; : : : ; uk) and where it is possible
for  on input A to move from the partial ID u to the partial ID v in one step.
Note that in making these compound moves, no token has changed position.
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• If instruction u0 in  is of the form B[xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ] := xj then the traveller’s next
compound move must be to some vertex (v; 0; 0) of U0, where it is possible for 
on input A to move from the partial ID u to the partial ID v in one step. In making
this compound move, the token corresponding to Vw, where w=(ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uid), is
moved to the vertex uj of Vw.
• If instruction u0 in  does not involve the array symbol B then the traveller’s next
compound move must be to a vertex (v; 0; 0) of U0, where it is possible for  on
input A to move from partial ID u to partial ID v in one step.
No matter which of these three possibilities occurs, the resulting con(guration mirrors
an ID J such that  on input A can move from ID I to ID J in one step. Consequently,
if the token digraph G is a yes-instance of Token Reachability then  accepts A.
The token digraph G can easily be described in terms of A by a quanti(er-free
(rst-order formula with two constants (see comparable constructions in, for example,
[39]), and so the problem Token Reachability is hard for NPSA(1) via quanti(er-
free (rst-order translations with two constants. Moreover, Token Reachability can be
accepted by the following program scheme of NPSA(1).




if T (w) then B[w] :=max fi
guess w
od
if ¬P(C)∧C =D then ‘loop forever’ fi
u :=C
while u =D do
guess v
if ¬P(v)∨¬E(u; v) then ‘loop forever’ fi
guess u′
if P(u′)∨¬E(u; u′)∨B[u′] = 0 then ‘loop forever’ fi
guess v′
if P(v′)∨¬E(u′; v′)∨ (B[v′] =max∧ u′ = v′)
∨(T (v′) ∧M [v′] = 0 ∧ u′ = v′) then
‘loop forever’
fi
if E(v′; v) then





(u; v; u′; v′; w) := (max; max; max; max; max)
output(u; v; u′; v′; w)
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Some explanation is in order (beyond the obvious short-hand we use in our descrip-
tion). Our program scheme  involves two array symbols, B and M , both of dimension
1. Suppose that some TR-structure A is accepted by . The (rst part of  guesses a
set of vertices upon which tokens initially lie: this set is {w: B[w] =max}. Throughout
the execution, the array B details the locations of these tokens as they are moved about:
call these tokens the B-type tokens. No other token is ever moved (and by ‘moved’ we
include tokens which are moved along self-loops). The array M is initially identically
0 but whenever a vertex w upon which a B-type token lies is involved in a compound
move, the array element M [w] is set at max. Consequently, at any particular time we
know where the B-type tokens are (the elements w for which B[w] =max) and we
know where the other tokens are (the elements w for which T (w) ∧M [w] = 0).
The code within the second while-loop is the code associated with making a com-
pound move. The variable v holds the vertex v∈P (see De(nition 1), the variable u′
holds the vertex u′ =∈P and the variable v′ holds the vertex v′ =∈P (or possibly u′).
Note that in choosing u′, we must ensure that a B-type token currently lies on u′ (as
these are the only tokens which we are allowed to move). This is done by checking
to see whether B[u′] =max. Also, in choosing v′ (if it is to be di>erent from u′) we
must ensure that no B-type token lies on v′ nor no non-B-type token. Thus, A is in
Token Reachability.
Conversely, suppose that A is in Token Reachability. In the initial phase of the
execution of  on A, we can guess every token to be a B-type token. The result
follows.
Theorem 2 reinforces any notions we might have had that NPSA(1) is a class
of problems worthy of study in that it provides a complete problem for this class
via a reasonable notion of reduction (recall, NP (non-deterministic polynomial-time)
has complete problems via quanti(er-free (rst-order translations with two constants
[10, 37]).
Corollary 3. Token Reachability is complete for PSPACE via quanti3er-free 3rst-
order translations with successor.
Proof. By [38], any problem in PSPACE can be accepted by some program scheme
of NPSAs(1). Hence, the result follows from Theorem 2.
Note that if we were to de3ne PSPACE as consisting of all those problems accepted
by program schemes of NPSAs then we would have proven that Token Reachability
was complete for PSPACE without relying on the existence of any other PSPACE-
complete problem; that is, Token Reachability would have been proven complete from
(rst principles. Of course, this is not how PSPACE was originally de(ned; how-
ever, the move from the Turing-machine-based de(nition of PSPACE to the program-
scheme-based one is not particularly involved.
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We now exhibit another complete problem for NPSA(1), via quanti(er-free (rst-
order translations with two constants. Our reasons for doing so are because the partic-
ular problem involves Petri nets, and Petri nets form a fundamental model in the study
of concurrency, and because the computational complexity of the particular problem
has been studied before. We refer the reader to [14] for the basic notions and de(ni-
tions concerning Petri nets and for a survey of complexity-theoretic results involving
Petri nets.
De!nition 4. Let the signature PN = 〈T1; T2; M; C〉, where M is a unary relation sym-
bol, T1 is a binary relation symbol, T2 is a relation symbol of arity 4 and C is a
constant symbol. We can envisage a PN -structure A as a Petri net whose places are
given by |A| and whose transitions are given by T1 and T2 via:
• there is a transition ({x}; {y}) whose input place is {x} and whose output place is
{y} if, and only if, T1(x; y) holds; and
• there is a transition ({x1; x2}; {y1; y2}) whose input places are {x1; x2} and whose
output places are {y1; y2} if, and only if, T2(x1; x2; y1; y2) holds, where x1 = x2 and
y1 =y2.
The relation M can be seen as providing an initial marking (with one token on place p
if, and only if, M (p) holds) and the constant C as providing a (nal marking (consisting
of one token on the place C).
A PN -structure A, i.e., a Petri net, complete with inital and (nal markings, where
every transition has either 2 input places and 2 output places or 1 input place and 1
output place, is in the problem Petri Net Coverability if, and only if, there is a mark-
ing covering the (nal marking that is reachable from the initial marking, i.e., there is
a reachable marking in which there is at least one token on the place C.
Note that our problem Petri Net Coverability is not the coverability problem for
general Petri nets, where transitions might have any number of input places and output
places, where more than one token might be on a place in the initial or (nal mark-
ing, and where the (nal marking need not consist of just one token on one place. In
our problem, we are considering a very restricted class of Petri nets. The coverabil-
ity problem for general Petri nets, which is recursively equivalent to the reachability
problem for general Petri nets [23], was shown to be decidable by Mayr [32], Lipton
[31] having previously proved an exponential space lower bound for the reachability
problem. Our problem, namely Petri Net Coverability, was (essentially) shown to be
complete for PSPACE via logspace reductions by Jones et al. [27].
Theorem 5. There is a quanti3er-free 3rst-order translation with two constants from
any problem in NPSA(1) to the problem Petri Net Coverability. Hence; Petri Net
Coverability is complete for NPSA(1) via quanti3er-free 3rst-order translations with
two constants.
Proof. Let us proceed within the context of the proof of Theorem 2. The places of
our Petri net P, built from the structure A, are the vertices of the digraph G of the
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proof of Theorem 2. Replace:
• every edge ((u; 0; 0); (u; max; t)) of the subset of edges E10 of G with the transition
({(u; 0; 0)}; {(u; max; t)});
• every edge ((u; max; t); (v; 0; 0)) of the subset of edges E10 of G with the transition
({(u; max; t); tw}; {tw; (v; 0; 0)});
• every edge ((u; 0; 0); (v; 0; 0)) of the subset of edges E20 of G with the transitions
{({(u; 0; 0); tw)}; {uwj ; (v; 0; 0)}): t ∈ |A|}; and
• every edge ((u; 0; 0); (v; 0; 0)) of the subset of edges E30 of G with the transition
({(u; 0; 0)}; {(v; 0; 0)}).
Our initial marking M consists of one token on the place (1; 0; : : : ; 0)∈U0 and the
places in {0w ∈Vw: w∈ |A|d}. The (nal marking consists of one token on the place
(l; max; : : : ; max)∈U0. By reasoning similarly to as in the proof of Theorem 2, we
obtain that A |=  if, and only if, P∈Petri Net Coverability.
Our Petri net P can easily be described in terms of A by quanti(er-free (rst-
order formula with two constants, and so the problem Petri Net Coverability is hard
for NPSA(1) via quanti(er-free (rst-order translations with two constants. Moreover,
Petri Net Coverability can be accepted by some program scheme of NPSA(1) as we
now explain. Note that any reachable marking in one of our Petri nets P might be
such that a place has upon it more than one token (even though the initial and (nal
markings have only at most one token on each place), but never more than n tokens.
We can encode the number of tokens on each place in P as follows. We use two
dedicated array symbols B1 and B2, both of dimension 2. If the place p has no tokens
upon it then
B1[p;p] = 0 and B2[p;p] = 0:
If the place p has t¿0 tokens upon it then
B1[p;p] = p1; B1[p1; q1] = p2; B1[p2; q2] = p3; : : : ; B1[pt; qt] = 0;
B2[p;p] = q1; B2[p1; q1] = q2; B2[p2; q2] = q3; : : : ; B2[pt; qt] = 0
for some distinct pairs (p;p); (p1; q1); (p2; q2); : : : ; (pt; qt)∈ |P|2. It is straightforward
to write a ‘fragment of code’ to increment the number of tokens upon some place
or to decrement the number of tokens on some place, or to check whether there is
at least one token on some place. We keep track of the movement of tokens in an
execution of our Petri net as we did in the program scheme accepting the problem
Token Reachability in the proof of Theorem 2 (where we used the array symbols B
and M). Hence, we can clearly derive a program scheme of NPSA(1) to accept the
problem Petri Net Coverability.
The following corollary follows from Theorem 5 just as Corollary 3 follows from
Theorem 2.
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Corollary 6. Petri Net Coverability is complete for PSPACE via quanti3er-free 3rst-
order translations with successor.
4. Logics and program schemes
In this section, we extend the program schemes of NPSA(1) so that we obtain a
class of program schemes NPSA with the property that a problem can be accepted
by a program scheme of NPSA if, and only if, it can be de(ned by a sentence of
the logic (±TR)∗[FO], where TR is the operator corresponding to the problem Token
Reachability.
An important point to note is that whereas the usual existential quanti(er is catered
for in program schemes of NPSA(1) via the guess instruction (intuitively speaking),
there is no such analogous modelling of the universal quanti(er. Consequently, we
extend our program schemes by introducing universal quanti(cation in the following
manner.
De!nition 7. Let  be some signature. For some m¿ 1, let the program scheme ∈
NPSA(2m − 1) be over the signature  and involve the variables x1; x2; : : : ; xk . Sup-
pose that the variables x1; x2; : : : ; xl are the input-output variables of , the variables
xl+1; xl+2; : : : ; xl+s are the free variables, and the remaining variables are the bound
variables (note that if m=1 then  has no bound variables but that this may not be
the case if m¿1). Let xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xip be free variables of , for some p such that
16 p6 s. Then
∀xi1∀xi2 : : :∀xip
is a program scheme of NPSA(2m), which we denote by ′, with no input-output
variables, with free variables those of {xl+1; xl+2; : : : ; xl+s}\{xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xip} and with
the remaining variables of {x1; x2; : : : ; xk} as its bound variables.
A program scheme such as ′ takes expansions A′ of -structures A by adjoining
s−p constants as input (one for each free variable), and ′ accepts such an expansion
A′ if, and only if, for every expansion A′′ of A′ by p additional constants (one for
each variable xij), A
′′ |= .
Note that the di>erent computations of  on expansions A′′ of A′, in De(nition 7,
are all such that all arrays are initialised to 0.
De!nition 8. Let  be some signature. A program scheme ′ ∈NPSA(2m − 1), for
some m ¿ 2, over the signature  and involving the variables of {x1; x2; : : : ; xk}, is
formed exactly as are the program schemes of NPSA(1), with the input-output and
free variables de(ned accordingly, except that the test in some while instruction is
a program scheme ∈NPSA(2m − 2) whose free and bound variables are all from
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{x1; x2; : : : ; xk} (note that  has no input-output variables). However, there are further
stipulations:
• all free variables in any test ∈NPSA(2m − 2) in any while instruction are input-
output or free variables of ′;
• the bound variables of ′ consist of all bound variables of any test ∈NPSA(2m−2)
in any while instruction (and no bound variable is ever an input-output or free
variable of ); and
• this accounts for all variables of {x1; x2; : : : ; xk}.
Of course, any free variable of ′ never appears on the left-hand side of an assignment
instruction or in a guess instruction.
A program scheme ′ ∈NPSA(2m − 1) takes expansions A′ of -structures A by
adjoining s constants as input, where s is the number of free variables, and computes
on A′ in the obvious way except that when some while instruction is encountered,
the test, which is a program scheme ∈NPSA(2m− 2), is evaluated according to the
expansion of A′ by the current values of any relevant input-output variables of ′
(which may be free in ). In order to evaluate this test, all arrays in  are initialised
to 0 and when the test has been evaluated the computation of ′ resumes accordingly
with its arrays having exactly the same values as they had immediately before the test
was evaluated.
In a program scheme such as ′ in De(nition 8, the only information which can
be ‘passed’ to a test evaluation is the current values of the relevant input-output or
free variables. Arrays cannot be used to pass information across. As we mentioned in
the Introduction, if our semantics were such as to allow universal quanti(cation over
arrays then we could build our own successor relation.
Remark 9. A simple analysis yields that we can build the usual ‘if’ and ‘if-then-
else’ instructions in the program schemes of NPSA(m), for all odd m ¿ 1. Indeed,
henceforth we assume that these instructions are at our disposal.
Theorem 2 allows us to relate the class of problems accepted by the program schemes
of NPSA with the class of problems de(ned by the sentences of the logic (±TR)∗[FO].
For each m¿ 1, we de(ne the fragment ±TR(m) of (±TR)∗[FO] as follows (see [2]
for similarly de(ned fragments of other logics).
• ±TR(1) consists of all formulae of the form TR[x; y E; x P; x T ](u; v); where
 E;  P and  T are quanti(er-free (rst-order formulae and where u and v are tuples
of constant symbols or variables.
• ±TR(m+ 1), for odd m¿ 1, consists of the universal closure of ±TR(m); that is,
the set of formulae of the form ∀z1∀z2 : : :∀zk ; where  is a formula of ±TR(m).
• ±TR(m+ 1), for even m¿ 2, consists of the set of formulae of the form
TR[x; y( 1E ∨ ¬ 2E); x( 1P ∨ ¬ 2P); y( 1T ∨ ¬ 2T )](u; v);
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T and  
2
T are formulae of ±TR(m) and where u and
v are tuples of constant symbols or variables.
A straightforward induction yields that:
• for every odd m ¿ 1, every formula in the closure of ±TR(m) under ∧; ∨ and ∃
is logically equivalent to a formula of ±TR(m); and
• for every even m¿ 1, every formula in the closure of ±TR(m) under ∧; ∨ and ∀
is logically equivalent to a formula of ±TR(m).
Consequently, (±TR)∗[FO]=⋃ {TR(m): m¿ 1}.
Corollary 10. In the presence of two built-in constant symbols; ±TR(m)=NPSA(m);
for each m¿ 1; and so (±TR)∗[FO]=NPSA.
Proof. We proceed by induction on m. The base case, when m=1, follows by The-
orem 2. Suppose, as our induction hypothesis, that NPSA(i)=±TR(i), for all i¡m.
There are two cases: when m is odd and when m is even.
Suppose that m ¿ 2 is even and let  be some problem in NPSA(m). By the
induction hypothesis,  can be de(ned by a sentence of the form
∀z1∀z2 : : :∀zk4(z1; z2; : : : ; zk);
where 4 is a formula of ±TR(m− 1); that is, ∈±TR(m).
Suppose that m ¿ 3 is odd and let  be some problem over  accepted by a
program scheme  in NPSA(m). Replace every occurrence in  of a program scheme
′ of NPSA(m − 1), whose free variables are those of the tuple y, by the atomic
formula R′(y), where R′ is a new relation symbol corresponding to ′ (w.l.o.g. we
may assume that every such program scheme ′ has at least one free variable): so in
general lots of new relation symbols will be introduced. The resulting program scheme
′′ is over the signature  extended with these new relation symbols and is a program
scheme of NPSA(1). Note that in any instruction of ′′ there is at most one occurrence
of any of the new relation symbols. Now apply the proof of Theorem 2 to encode a
computation of ′′ as a sentence of TR1[FO]. This sentence is of the form
TR[x; y E; x P; x T ](0;max);
where  E is of the form∨
i∈I




for some (nite sets I and J , where each i and 5j is a conjunction of atomic and
negated atomic formulae and each 4i and 6j is a NPSA(m− 1) predicate, i.e., one of
the new relation atoms, and where  P and  T are quanti(er-free (rst-order. Essentially,
 E has a conjunction of atoms and negated atoms for each possible Sow of control of
′′ from one instruction to another. The 4i’s represent the Sow of control if an if or
a while instruction evaluates to true and the 6j’s if it evaluates to false; and the i’s
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and the 5j’s encode the names of the instructions involved. However, by the induction
hypothesis and the remarks immediately preceding the statement of this result,∨
i∈I
(i ∧ 4i) is a NSPA (m− 1) predicate;
as is ∧
j∈J




Consequently, the induction hypothesis yields that ∈±TR(m).
A straightforward induction yields that ±TR(m)⊆NPSA(m), and so the result
follows.
In exactly the same way we can obtain the following result.
Corollary 11. In the presence of 2 built-in constant symbols; ±PN(m)=NPSA(m);
for each m¿1; and so (±PN)∗[FO]=NPSA.
The upshot is that we have equated the class of program schemes NPSA with exten-
sions of (rst-order logic using uniform sequence of Lindstr&om quanti(ers (correspond-
ing to a PSPACE-complete problem in both cases).
The following is immediate from Corollaries 3, 6, 10 and 11.
Corollary 12. In the presence of a built-in successor relation; (±TR)∗[FOs] =
TR1[FOs] = (±PN)∗[FOs] = PN1[FOs] =PSPACE.
Let us now focus on a comparison of these classes with other classes of logically-
de(ned problems. Bounded-variable in(nitary logic plays a prominent role in (nite
model theory. For any k¿1, Lk∞! consists of those formulae built using the usual
(rst-order constructs except that in(nite conjunctions and disjunctions are allowed but
only the variables x1; x2; : : : ; xk may be used. Bounded-variable in3nitary logic, L!∞!,
is de(ned as
⋃ {Lk∞!: k¿1} (see [13] for more details). The logic L!∞! subsumes
many logics from (nite model theory, notably transitive closure logic, path system
logic, least-(xed point logic and partial-(xed point logic (again, see [13]).
Let 2 = 〈E〉, where E is a binary relation symbol. We can think of a 2-structure
A as an undirected graph via ‘there is an edge (u; v) if, and only if, u = v∧ (E(u; v)∨
E(v; u)) holds in A’. De(ne the problem CUB as
CUB= {A ∈ STRUCT(2): the graph A has a subset of edges inducing a
regular subgraph of degree 3};
where the subgraph induced by a set of edges F of a graph is that subgraph whose
vertex set consists of all those vertices incident with at least one edge of F and whose
edge set consists of F . The problem CUB has long been known to be NP-complete via
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logspace reductions (a result attributed to ChvTatal in [17]); and has even been shown
to be complete for NP via quanti(er-free (rst-order translations with successor when
restricted to the class of connected bipartite graphs of maximal degree at most 4 [41].
Of concern to us is the result from [42] that the problem CUB is not de(nable in L!∞!
(even when we allow counting quanti3ers in L!∞!: see [42]).
Proposition 13. Any problem de3nable by a sentence of the form
CUB[x; y (x; y)];
where |x|= y|= k; for some k; and  is a quanti3er-free 3rst-order formula with two
constants; can be accepted by a program scheme of NPSA(1).
Proof. We assume throughout that k =2: the general case is similar. Let A be some
structure, of size n, over the underlying signature . Our program scheme ∈NPSA(1)
proceeds as follows. We begin by ‘guessing’ a set of (at most n2(n2 − 1)=2) dis-
tinct potential edges in the graph GA described by  (interpreted in A). We use the
4-dimensional arrays A1, A2, B1 and B2 in order to store the guessed list of edges as






2 of |A|, ensuring that it is not the case
that all of these elements are equal to 0, and we set
A1[0; 0; 0; 0] := u11; A2[0; 0; 0; 0] := u
1
2; B1[0; 0; 0; 0] := v
1
1; B2[0; 0; 0; 0] := v
1
2:






2 of |A|, and check that (u21; u22; v21; v22) is














































































































2 is equal to max; and so on.
Any computation of  which completes this (rst phase is such that the arrays now
























We now check that the potential edges on this list are indeed edges of GA by verifying
that
(ui1 = vi1 ∨ ui2 = vi2) ∧ ( (ui1; ui2; vi1; vi2) ∨  (vi1; vi2; ui1; ui2))
holds in A, for i=1; 2; : : : ; m− 1.
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Finally, we check that each vertex incident with some edge in our list of edges is
incident with exactly 3 such edges: if so, we accept the input structure A otherwise we
reject it. It is clear that all of the above can be implemented in a program scheme of
NPSA(1); and that the resulting program scheme accepts exactly the problem de(ned
by the sentence CUB[x; y (x; y)].
Using the facts that the problem CUB is not de(nable in L!∞! and that there are non-
recursive problems which are de(nable in L!∞!, we immediately obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 14. There are problems in NPSA(1) which are not de3nable in L!∞!; and
there are problems in L!∞! which are not de3nable in NPSA(1).
Note that whilst we know that there are problems in NPSA which are not de(nable
in partial (xed-point logic (a fragment of bounded-variable in(nitary logic, remember),
we do not as yet know whether there are problems in partial (xed-point logic which
are not de(nable in NPSA (although we suspect that there are).
5. Zero-one laws
In this section we prove that the logic NPSA has a zero-one law. Note that by
Corollary 14, there is no chance of proving this by using the fact that bounded-variable
in(nitary logic has a zero-one law [29].
Let  be a relational signature and let  be a problem over . De(ne the fraction
ln() =
|{A: A ∈ STRUCT() has size n and A ∈ }|
|{A: A ∈ STRUCT() has size n}|
and de(ne the (labelled) asymptotic probability of , l(), as
lim
n→∞ ln();
if it exists. We say that a logic or a class of program schemes has a zero-one law if
every problem  (over a relational signature) de(nable by a sentence of the logic or
accepted by a program scheme from the class is such that the asymptotic probability
l() exists and is equal to either 0 or 1. For any logical sentence or program scheme
9 (over a relational signature), we de(ne l(9) to be l() where  is the problem
de(ned by 9.
The fact that (rst-order logic has a zero-one law was proven independently by Fagin
[15] and by Glebskij et al. [18]. Central to Fagin’s proof are the extension axioms. Let
 be a relational signature and let y=(y1; y2; : : : ; ym) be a tuple of distinct variables.
A maximally consistent set t of -atoms and negated -atoms (including equalities and
inequalities) in the variables of y is called an atomic type in y over . We write t
to denote both the ((nite) set t and the quanti(er-free (rst-order formula consisting of
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the conjunction of all atoms and negated atoms in t. Let t′ be an atomic type in (y; z)
over , where z is a tuple of distinct new variables, such that for every -structure A:
A |= ∀y∀z(t′(y; z)⇒ t(y)):
We say that t′(y; z) is an extension of t(y) and write t⊆ t′. If t⊆ t′ then the (t; t′)-
extension axiom t; t′ is de(ned as
∀y(t(y)⇒ ∃zt′(y; z)):
Fagin proved that the asymptotic probability of every extension axiom exists and is
equal to 1.
A problem  over some (not necessarily relational) signature  is closed under
extensions if whenever a -structure A has a sub-structure in  then A∈ (a
-structure A′ is a sub-structure of A if the universe of A′ is contained in the
universe of A, any relation of A′ is the restriction of the corresponding relation of A
to |A′| and every constant of A′ is the same as the corresponding constant of A). The
following theorem is essentially a generalization of Theorem 7:4 of [12] to extensions
of (rst-order logic using a uniform sequence of Lindstr&om quanti(ers corresponding to
a problem closed under extensions, where this problem need not just involve graphs
but can be over any (not necessarily relational) signature.
The following remark is in order before we proceed. It is easy to see that if we
consider problems over signatures containing constant symbols, de(nable in (rst-order
logic, say, we cannot hope to get a zero-one law for such a problem. However, we can
extend (rst-order logic using uniform sequences of Lindstr&om quanti(ers corresponding
to problems involving constant symbols and talk about whether the resulting logic has
a zero-one law. Of course, the problems we de(ne in such a logic will always be
over relational signatures. Path system logic is a case in point. The problem PS is
over a signature involving constant symbols but the logic (±PS)∗[FO] is a fragment
of bounded-variable in(nitary logic; and so by [29] any problem over a relational
signature de(nable in path system logic has a zero-one law.
Theorem 15. Let  be a problem closed under extensions. Then the logic (±)∗[FO]
has a zero-one law.
Proof. Suppose that the problem  is over the signature 0 = 〈R1; R2; : : : ; Rr; C1; C2;
: : : ; Cc〉, where each Ri is a relation symbol of arity ai and each Cj is a constant
symbol.
Let us begin by considering a formula : of (±)∗[FO] of the form
[x1 1(x1; y); x2 2(x2; y); : : : ; xr r(xr ; y)](z1; z2; : : : ; zc);
whose underlying signature  is relational and where:
• all free variables of : are contained in y=(y1; y2; : : : ; ym) and all variables in the
k-tuples z1; z2; : : : ; zc are in {y1; y2; : : : ; ym}; and
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• |xi|= kai and  i is quanti(er-free (rst-order, for every i=1; 2; : : : ; r.
We would like to prove that the asymptotic probability of the sentence
∀y
(∧
{yi = yj: 16 i ¡ j 6 m} ⇒ (:(y)⇔ ;(y))
)
is 1, for some quanti(er-free (rst-order formula ;(y). Let t1; t2; : : : ; tp be an enumeration
of the distinct atomic types in y over  containing the negated atoms {yi =yj: 16i¡j
6m}. Suppose that for every i=1; 2; : : : ; p, either the asymptotic probability of the
sentence
∀y(ti(y)⇒ :(y))
is 1 or the asymptotic probability of the sentence
∀y(ti(y)⇒ ¬:(y))
is 1. We shall show that this suUces to achieve our aim.
Let I ⊆{1; 2; : : : ; p} be the set of indices for which the former holds and J = {1; 2;
: : : ; p}\{I}, the set of indices for which the latter holds. Then the asymptotic proba-







































is 1. Consider the sentence <′
∀y










Given any -structure A and any tuple a∈ |A|m, the ti’s are mutually exclusive, i.e.,
at most one of them holds. Hence, < and <′ are logically equivalent; and <′ is a
sentence of the required form whose asymptotic probability is 1.
Fix some atomic type ti in y over . Suppose that there does not exist any
-structure A and a∈ |A|m for which (A; a) |= ti(y) and (A; a) |=:(y). Then the
sentence ∀y(ti(y)⇒¬:(y)) is valid.
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Hence, suppose that the -structure A, of size q, and the tuple a=(a1; a2; : : : ; am)∈
|A|m are such that (A; a) |= ti(y) and (A; a) |=:(y). Let t′ be an atomic type in
(y1; y2; : : : ; yq) over  such that
(A; (a1; a2; : : : ; aq)) |= t′(y1; y2; : : : ; yq)
for some enumeration am+1; am+2; : : : ; aq of the elements of A\{a1; a2; : : : ; am}. Con-
sequently, ti⊆ t′. Let the tuple of variables y′=(ym+1; ym+2; : : : ; yq). Note that the
asymptotic probability of the (ti; t′)-extension axiom ∀y(ti(y)⇒∃y′t′(y; y′)) is 1.
Let the -structure B be such that
B |= ∀y(ti(y)⇒ ∃y′t′(y; y′)):
Let b∈ |B|m be such that (B; b) |= ti(y). So, there exists a tuple b′ ∈ |B|q−m such
that (B; b; b′) |= t′(y; y′). Hence, there is an isomorphic embedding = : (A; a) ,→ (B; b).
Consider evaluating :(y) in (B; b). As the formulae  1;  2; : : : ;  r are quanti(er-free
and  is closed under extensions then building the -structure described by the formulae
 1;  2; : : : ;  r and the tuples z1; z2; : : : ; zc interpreted in the image of (A; a) under the
map = will suUce to tell us that (B; b) |=:(y). Thus, B |=∀y(ti(y)⇒:(y)); and
the remark at the end of the last paragraph yields that the asymptotic probability of
∀y(ti(y)⇒:(y)) is 1.
A basic equality type in y is an atomic type in y over the empty signature. Let ?(y)
be a basic equality type di>erent from
∧{yi =yj: 16i¡j6m}. We would also like
to prove that the asymptotic probability of the sentence
∀y(?(y)⇒ (:(y)⇔ ;(y)))
is 1, for some quanti(er-free (rst-order formula ;(y). A formula such as that above is
equivalent to a formula of the form
∀y′′
(∧
{yi = yj: 16 i ¡ j 6 m′} ⇒ (:(y′′)⇔ ;(y′′))
)
;
where y′′=(y1; y2; : : : ; ym′), for some m′¡m, which we have essentially already han-
dled. Hence, there exists a quanti(er-free (rst-order formula ;(y) such that the sentence
∀y(:(y)⇔ ;(y))
has asymptotic probability 1.
Any sentence of (±)∗[FO] is built from atoms or negated atoms by applying (rst-
order operations or the operator  so that the total number of operations applied is
(nite. Hence, by (essentially) replacing applications of the operator  with an appro-
priate quanti(er-free (rst-order formula, we obtain that the asymptotic probability of
any sentence of (±)∗[FO] is equal to the asymptotic probability of some (rst-order
sentence, which is 0 or 1 by [15, 18].
The following corollary is immediate from Corollaries 10 and 15, as the problem
Token Reachability is closed under extensions.
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Corollary 16. The class of program schemes NPSA has a zero–one law.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated a naturally de(ned class of program schemes,
NPSA, which take (nite structures as inputs, and proven that the class of problems
accepted by the program schemes of NPSA coincides with the class of problems de(ned
by the sentences of an extension of (rst-order logic using a uniform sequence of
Lindstr&om quanti(ers (corresponding to a PSPACE-complete problem). Moreover, we
have extended a result due to Dawar and Gr&adel to enable us to show that the class
of program schemes NPSA has a zero-one law and we have applied an existing result
due to Stewart to show that there are problems in NPSA which are not de(nable in
bounded-variable in(nitary logic. We feel that our general approach of investigating
more ‘computational versions of logics’ (that is, classes of program schemes) than is
often the case in (nite model theory is completely natural, interesting and novel; and
the results presented here and obtained in [2, 6, 43] further testify to this belief.
There remain many unanswered questions concerning classes of program schemes.
The most notable ones arising from this paper are: ‘Are there problems de3nable in
partial 3xed-point logic which are not accepted by any program scheme of NPSA?’;
and ‘Is the hierarchy of program schemes NPSA(1)⊆NPSA(2)⊆NPSA(3)⊆ · · ·
proper?’. We conjecture that the answer to both of these questions is ‘Yes’; although
so far we have been unable to apply or extend the techniques of [2] (which were used
to obtain similar proper hierarchies in the classes of program schemes NPS and NPSS,
even on restricted classes of structures) to answer either of these questions.
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